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Abstract: Florence (ship) logbooks (SAFR 16454, HDC 170) document numerous voyages from between San Francisco, New York, England, Australia and South America. There are also a few trips to Manila. Of the fifteen volumes, most contain sketches. In particular, volume ten contains a lovely rendering of the FLYING DRAGON. Volume thirteen contains an autobiography of the unnamed logkeeper. Volume fifteen contains an inventory of ship's stores. Poetry and writings appear in most volumes. The collection is available for research use without restriction.
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Processing Note
The descriptions in this collection guide were compiled using the best available sources of information. Such sources include the creator's annotations or descriptions, collection accession files, primary and secondary source material and subject matter experts. While every effort was made to provide accurate information, in the event that you find any errors in this guide please contact the reference staff in order for us to evaluate and make corrections to this guide.
Please cite the title and collection number in any correspondence with our staff.
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Historical or Biographical Note
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Collection Scope and Content
Florence (ship) logbooks (SAFR 16454, HDC 170) document numerous voyages from between San Francisco, New York, England, Australia and South America. There are also a few trips to Manila. Of the fifteen volumes, most contain sketches. In particular, volume ten contains a lovely rendering of the FLYING DRAGON. Volume thirteen contains an autobiography of the unnamed logkeeper. Volume fifteen contains an inventory of ship's stores. Poetry and writings appear in most volumes. The collection is available for research use without restriction.
Collection Arrangement
Fifteen volumes arranged into eight boxes.
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